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Hopper picnic wood

The four pass-through zones make it easy to 
get in and out of Hopper without having to lift 
your leg over the bench or disturb your table 
companions. Its slanted legs and tabletop 
edges are a clear reference to the hop poles 

that are so characteristic of the Westhoek 
region. If you turn around, you can use the 
tabletop as a comfortable backrest.

180/240/300/360 163 268

74

217

Accessories & options

Types

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

Tabletop, benches & backrest Frame

Legs & backrest supports

Backrest Cushions Floor fastening set Legs + anchoring holes

With Hopper shadeHopper picnic

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steelIroko Hellwood

Black
RAL9005

Earth Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

White
RAL9016

Power options
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Cushions Floor fastening set

Hopper picnic aluminium

Hopper AA (All Aluminum) is a mono-
material picnic table with a sleek visual 
aesthetic, but designed with functional-
ity in mind. Four pass-through zones at 
the ends eliminate the need to scramble 

over the benches to reach the table.
A picnic table at heart, this piece adds a 
playful yet architectural element to any 
indoor space or outdoor terrace.

240/300/360 163 268

74

217

Accessories & options

Types

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

Backrest Protection felt

With Hopper shadeHopper picnic AA

Tabletop, benches, legs & backrests

Black
RAL9005

Earth Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

White
RAL9016

Power options

Grey chiné Dark taupe Marble Charcoal Leaf green Rust

Sunbrella® cushions (for wood & AA version)
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Hopper shade
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2010

Extremis’ headquarters are based 
in the only hops region in Belgium, 
so the hop gardens that dominate 
the landscape inspired us to 
design Hopper shade. The slanted 
poles of the Hopper canopy 
withstand a lot of stress, just like 
the poles of a hops garden do.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.


